
PHASE 1 - Foundation MeMbErsHip sCHeMe 

Ahead of bravely but safely opening its doors slap-bang in the middle of a global pandemic, Kixott is offering its 
esteemed clientele to join them on this journey towards collaboratively crafting a new cultural centre in Malta 
that will place both quality and authenticity on an even keel. 
The ‘Founder Membership’ scheme will not only serve to reward loyal clients with the perks detailed below - it 
will also serve to ensure that Kixott can begin to operate as a covid-safe bookshop and co-working space in 
earnest. 
Signing up for this membership does not just mean you will gain access to Kixott in a way that fully ensures your 
safety and comfort… it also means that you will help towards making Kixott’s ‘best self ’ a reality… during the 
pandemic and even beyond. 

Cost: €30 
Validity of membership: 3 months  

Perks 

Discounts: 
• 50% on coffee/tea. 
• 10% discount on books for members. 
• All members get to pick one used book for free every 2 weeks. 

Access to co-working space:  
Cosy, clean and disinfected - not the most romantic selection of words, but Kixott is here to level with you, 
especially when there’s a  pandemic going on. Membership allows you to book a safe, socially distanced 
space in which to work all throughout the day. Fast wi-fi, pleasant company and an awesome book selection 
- the perfect cubby hole to ride this bastard of a pandemic out while staying on top of your deadlines. 

First in line for: 
New book stock. Members get email/sms/whatever notification of new stock, and can buy it and ask for it to 
be set aside before it goes up on the shelves; 
Limited-capacity events (aka all of them); 
Any and all new ideas Kixott has in the pipeline that they would benefit from. 

Exclusive offers:
Members will have exclusive access to limited offers on food drinks and other goodies.

NOTE: While Kixott membership fees will increase in the future, this will not apply to Founder Members, to whom the 30 EUR 
per 3 months rate will continue to apply until they actively choose to discontinue their membership. 
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